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achievement (experimental group), which means that it can be implemented in 

a suitable form/module, not only in regular, but also in a{er school curriculum.

Statistically/quantitatively discussed, a relatively small part of the reformed 

teaching process, i.e. less than expected, was conditioned in high percentage. !e 

authors claim that the pupils are not adequately/really prepared for new things/

innovations in the reformulated teaching module, that is why the authors involve 

the need for the “period of accommodation” in thte process of teaching moderniza-

tion. !e presented modernized concept of teaching as a combination of improved 

teaching methods of modified/changed cooperation (teacher to pupils and, reverse, 

pupils to teacher orientation) and interactive learning, results in benefits where 

the teaching process becomes dynamic, interesting and suitable for pupils, i.e. 

such a teaching concept becomes a motivation for pupils. !e authors believe 

this teaching concept would supply better thinking of young people in solving 

problematic tasks in chemistry as the main imperative of modern education. New 

investigations will be concentrated on applying the module to a wider sample, 

testing on higher school levels, testing on different background groups (pupils of 

different social, financial level, and nationality). Finally, the authors suggest this 

reformulated teaching module should be optimized in modern chemistry educa-

tion via implementation through serious reforms in the whole education system 

as a complete national strategic interest.
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